
E d u c a t i o n





nyce education is an opportunity for 
all that wish to develop professionally.
the desire to continue improving 
and challenging your own limits in 
salons, on stage and during seminars. 
this book has developed our own unique 
range of courses with a  winning strategy. 

That is why we have chosen you





1.
products 

▼
eco friendly
philosophy

2.  
education 

▼
one metod 

for different 
goals

nyce salon 
concept

▼
the philosophy 
to believe in

Strategy

3.
communication 

▼
in store 
supports

to create
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nyce strategy

 Products

nyce combines an 
eco-friendly philosophy, 
where "less" means 
"more". its formulations 
are the result of 
continuous research 
of functional active 
ingredients and 
extraction systems 
developing products that 
always deliver what they 
promise
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nyce strategy

  Education

2.1
educational team 

be ispired to build your own 
organization

2.2
international
academies

to join a nyce training course 
in a beneficial way. an opportunity 
to experience different approaches 

with same working system

2.3 
custimized 

training system 
to choose the best tailor-made path 

according to your needs

formed by:
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nyce concept

be inspired by our educational team

objective:
satisfy the final customer through a growth path to retain
the most attentive, demanding and sophisticated customer

hairdresser 
▼

active manager who wants to develop and stand out
owner/manager & employees/juniors

tutor 
▼

trainer and coach

nyce strategy
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advisor 
▼

junior trainer supporting ambassador 
and tutor in salon and backstage

ambassador 
▼

advanced trainers supporting 
sales force on road
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nyce strategy

 Communication 

New York Experience 

new york is the fashion, 
design and creativity 
reference and nyce is the new 
york of cosmetic: the ultimate 
expression of quality and 
elegance associated with the 
world of hair
 

ingredients to create 
a unique identity to valorize
the in-salon-living 
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nyce strategy

NYCE Salon Concept

with nyce your salon is transformed into a flagship location that is to 
be experienced, for your customers and you:
▶ multi-sensory experience
▶ without chemical odours but with 

fragrances

▶ comfort
▶ simple and yet refined and stylish

nyce salon concept is an evolved, and total nyce salon, where communication, design, 
nature, style, creativity and experience meet to satisfy the discerning consumer
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nyce concept
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nyce concept

NYCE
ACADEMY
2017
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nyce academy

a full calendar of theory and practical 
seminar to comunicate our passion and our 
committents with the fashion hair world

Color
the path that supports 

the foundations of the salon

Style
the method and personalisation 

of your style

Wellness
the method for your wellness ritual

Management & Communication



Color

1. nyce concept [ 1 day ]
knowledge of the brand

2. color’ology [ 3 days ]
the nyce color care system 
method from the basics

3. color walk [1 days ]
“functional” color insight

4. nyce color game [ 2 days ] 
laboratory to experiment the creativity of color

5. flash light [ 2 days ] 
the master of lightening



Color

1. nyce concept [ 1 day ]
knowledge of the brand

2. color’ology [ 3 days ]
the nyce color care system 
method from the basics

3. color walk [1 days ]
“functional” color insight

4. nyce color game [ 2 days ] 
laboratory to experiment the creativity of color

5. flash light [ 2 days ] 
the master of lightening

two seminars 
that create a 
color insight 
consisting of 
4 total steps    
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nyce conceptnyce academy - colornyce academy - color

duration: 3 days divided into 3 steps
number of participants: 15
location: nyce academy
material you need to bring: hairdryer, brushes, straighteners, 
clips and combs

2. color’ology 
▶ intended audience: owners and employees
▶ content: a course divided into 3 sessions to understand the entire world of color. 
From the basics to creative mixes up to the method and personalised colors 
 1st step - color focus: learn the basics of the world of color
 2nd step - color mix: learn the nyce color and its creative mixes
 3rd step - color experience: be creative! with nyce techniques and personalised looks
▶ results: expertise in the use of the synergy of all the color systems products

1. nyce concept color 
▶ intended audience: owners and employees
▶ content: the first step into nyce, to discover the different world of color care 
system to differentiate yourself
▶ results: knowledge of basics of nyce coloring world

  
= practical course    

= visual course

3. color walk (NEW)
▶ intended audience: owners and employees who attended color'ology
▶ content: explore “functional” color development through morphology and physiognomy
▶ results: learning and development "of the functional color" for a tailor made look

duration: 1 day
number of participants: 15
location: nyce academy
material you need to bring: hairdryer, brushes, straighteners, 
clips and combs

duration: 1 day
number of participants: visual, open - work: 20
location: nyce academy area
material you need to bring: none
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duration: 2 days
number of participants: 15
location: nyce academy 
material you need to bring: hairdryer, brushes, straighteners, 
clips and combs

5. flash light (NEW)
▶ intended audience: owners and employees
▶ content: learn the partial or total lightening, with “classic” and 
“advanced” techniques through the synergy of "deco shine" program and 
"color hd" lightener serie
▶ results: extensive knowledge on the secrets of theoretical-practical 
techniques for a reliable lightening and fashion effects

  
= practical course    

= visual course

nyce academy - colornyce academy - color

4. nyce color game (NEW) 
▶ intended audience: owners and employees who attended color'ology
▶ content: international inspiration program for practical experience in the 
technical and creative use of the entire color care system
▶ results: be "up to date" with the fashion hair world

duration: 2 days
number of participants: 15
location: nyce academy
material you need to bring: hairdryer, brushes, straighteners, 
clips and combs



Style
 

1. the nyce classics [2 days]
basic cutting method

2. the contemporary nyce cut & color [ 2 days]
advanced cutting and color method

3. the nyce man [2 days ]
basic cutting method for man 

4. nyce styling & shape [2 days ]
basic styling method

5. nyce styling & shape runway [1 day ]
advanced styling method



Style
 

1. the nyce classics [2 days]
basic cutting method

2. the contemporary nyce cut & color [ 2 days]
advanced cutting and color method

3. the nyce man [2 days ]
basic cutting method for man 

4. nyce styling & shape [2 days ]
basic styling method

5. nyce styling & shape runway [1 day ]
advanced styling method
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nyce conceptnyce academy - style

  
= practical course    

= visual course

3. the nyce man (NEW)
▶ intended audience: owners and employees
▶ content: method and terminology, the nyce classics, masculine cut basics, study of form, 
weight line, visual and practical development of the 2 nyce man lines, focus male fashion trends
▶ results: acquisition of new man proposals for an increasingly discerning and demanding 
market segment

1. the nyce classics
▶ intended audience: owners and employees
▶ content: starting with terminology, parting & section, analyze the basic cuts 
geometry using the 6 nyce classics lines on manikin
▶ results: understanding of a working philosophy and technical language

2. the contemporary nyce cut & color
▶ intended audience: owners and employees 
▶ content: advanced method, personalisation of cutting techniques in synergy 
with the color'ology system, creative ideas dictated by the moods of fashion collections
▶ results: expansion of stylistic techniques, perfection of advanced coloring 
techniques, knowledge of fashion trends

duration: 2 days
number of participants: visual, open - work; color 15 and cut 10
location: nyce academy
material you need to bring: hairdryer, brushes, straighteners, 
clips, combs, scissors

duration: 2 days
number of participants: 15
location: nyce academy
material you need to bring: scissors, combs, brushes, 
heat equipment, clips, clippers

duration: 2 days 
number of participants: 15
location: nyce academy
material you need to bring: hairdryer, brushes, straighteners, 
clips, combs, scissors
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= practical course    

= visual course

nyce academy - style

4. nyce styling & shape (NEW)
▶ intended audience: owners and employees 
▶ content: study of the shape and distribution of volumes, drying techniques 
focused on optimising the final look in synergy with nyce styling products
▶ results: knowledge of the form-volumes balance, acquisition of the basic brushing rules

duration: 2 days 
number of participants: 15
location: nyce academy
material you need to bring: hairdryer, brushes, 
straighteners, clips, combs

5. nyce styling & shape runway (NEW)
▶ intended audience: salon owners/managers
▶ content: study of fashion trends through runway trends for upcoming seasons
▶ results: knowledge of the form-volume balance acquisition of the basic rules 
to optimise the performance of the products. Speed and quality as the final 
objective

duration: 1 day
number of participants: 15
location: nyce academy
material you need to bring: hairdryer, brushes, 
straighteners, clips, combs, heat equipment, clippers 



NYCE

Wellness

1. nyce concept [ 1 day ]
for an approach to the world of nyce wellness

2. nyce care wellness [ 2 days]
discover the treatments combined with massage techniques

3. biorganic system for hair & body [ 2 days]
knowledge of aromatherapy for hair and body



Wellness

1. nyce concept [ 1 day ]
for an approach to the world of nyce wellness

2. nyce care wellness [ 2 days]
discover the treatments combined with massage techniques

3. biorganic system for hair & body [ 2 days]
knowledge of aromatherapy for hair and body
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nyce conceptnyce academy - wellness

1. nyce concept wellness
▶ intended audience: owners and employees 
▶ content: discover the first approach to the world of wellness
presentation of the philosophy, method, nyce care treatments and rituals
▶ results: increase their culture in the wellness world with
functional working methods to develop new business in the salon

duration: 1 day, visual
number of participants: visual 25
location: nyce academy 
material you need to bring: none

3. biorganic system for hair & body  
▶ intended audience: owners and employees 
▶ content: learn the rituals. essential oils: properties and cosmetic uses, 
aromatherapy and phytotherapy concepts, naturopathy and bioenergetic elements
▶ results: mastery of a work system based on essential oils and aromatherapy

duration: 2 days
number of participants: 20
location: nyce academy
material you need to bring: none

2. nyce care wellness  
▶ intended audience: owners and employees 
▶ contents: get into the method in 5 steps for proper use of nyce care system, 
the complete ritual, from welcoming to farewell through massage techniques
▶ results: mastery of the use of wellness rituals

duration: 2 days
number of participants: 20
location: nyce academy
material you need to bring: none

  
= practical course    

= visual course
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nyce concept

Management & Communication 

1. consultancy and communication [ 2 days]

the relationship with the end customer

2. photo shooting experience [ 2 days]
create a personalised style collection for the salon
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nyce concept

2. photo shooting experience (NEW) 
▶ intended audience: owners and employees
▶ content: mood board research and development; background combinations, 
styling, make-up, hair, creation of the hair style look on the model 
selected from the salon, which can be printed independently 
▶ results: final shot with photographer* 

*the course ends with the creation of a shot of the model to be used in the material

1. consultancy and communication
▶ intended audience: owners and employees
▶ content: theoretical and practical sessions within a salon concept 
with nyce consultants to implement more effective communication with end 
customers: from welcoming to technical and stylistic service
▶ results: understanding what to say and what not to say to the customers 
in the nyce salon to increase the perceived quality of the treatments 
inside the salon

  
= practical course    

= visual course

nyce academy - management & communication

duration: 2 days
number of participants: 15
location: salon concept nyce
material you need to bring: none

duration: 2 days 
number of participants: 10 
location: nyce academy 
material you need to bring: backstage kit




